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What Was the Morris Worm?

November 2, 1988 
        - The day the internet was counted*

*that's a lie.



What was the Morris Worm?

Robert Morris

Intended to gauge the size of the 
internet

failed miserably
statistics 'made up'

Problem with replication behavior
Released in cognito  
First conviction under 1986 
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act

moderately light penalty

(via Wikimedia Commons)



Why did the Morris Worm succeed?
The Morris Worm took advantage of three weaknesses:

UNIX Sendmail had a vulnerability that allowed code to be 
executed remotely during the debugging process.  This is 
how the worm got inside.*
A buffer overflow hole in the fingerd  network service:†
1. fingerd  allowed a user to "finger" through a directory 

that could contain information such as full names, 
phone numbers, email addresses, etc...;

2. Buffer overflows are prevented by bounds checking; 
however, earlier programs did not incorporate this 
preventative measure.

* Lasser, Jon. "Code Red: It Can Happen Here". SecurityFocus. 01/18/2010 <http://www.securityfocus.
com/columnists/17> 
† "Robert Tappan Morris". Wikipedia. 01/18/2010 <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Tappan_Morris>. 



Why did the Morris Worm succeed?
The Morris Worm took advantage of three weaknesses:

Lax security via lack of password requirements to access 
remote shell (rsh ) and remote process execution (rexec ), 
which enables someone to execute remotely at the 
command line level.

 
Other Reasons the Morris Worm was Successful:

The worm spread rapidly despite Morris's original 
intentions.
Morris made the worm difficult to detect and track.
He made it even more difficult to get the program to quit.



Source: http://snowplow.org/tom/worm/wormmap.html



Aftermath of the Attack

 An estimated total of 6,000-9,000 of computers connected 
to Arpanet were infected.  This constituted about 10% of 
Arpanet's total size at the time
 Damage estimates range from the tens of thousands to 
millions of dollars
 Users began to disconnect from the internet for fear of 
being infected

Hard to disseminate the fixes developed by Berkley & 
Purdue

Robert Morris became the first individual to be convicted 
under the Computer Fraud and Abuse act of 1986



Long-Lasting Effects
End of the idea that the Internet could be considered a 
'Safe' place

Prior attacks were mainly viruses, which spread by 
infected diskettes

 DARPA creates CERT/CC at Carnegie Melon to respond to 
future security threats

Computer Emergency Response Team / Coordination 
Center
 http://www.cert.org/
Today organizations typically include CERT or CSIRT as 
a component of their IT infastructure

Computer security became regarded as a legitimate field of 
computer research



What was done to make systems less 
vulnerable to this kind of threat?

Increased awareness of the presence of such a threat
Software patches to "plug" holes exploited by the worm

gets
fingerd
sendmail  (debug)

Rewriting or reorganizing the programs and system tools as 
to "implement the principle of least privilege"

user ids
checks on calls
checks on irrelevant process activity

Password constraints
encryption
shadowing
minimum acceptable complexity



Resources

1. "Morris Worm Turns 20: Look What It's Done" http://www.
networkworld.com/news/2008/103008-morris-worm.html

2. "The Morris Worm: A 15 Year Perspective" http://ieeexplore.
ieee.org/Xplore/login.jsp?url=http://ieeexplore.ieee.
org/iel5/8013/27717/01236233.pdf

3. Misc materials including source code of the worm http:
//www.foo.be/docs-free/morris-worm/ 

4. "The Internet Worm Program: An Analysis" E. Spafford http:
//homes.cerias.purdue.edu/~spaf/tech-reps/823.pdf

5. Wikipedia Articles for "Morris Worm" and "Robert Tappas 
Morris" 


